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 [Camera moves and SHOTS]; [notes]; CHARACTERS AND OBJECTS; 
DIALOGUE (centered) 
 
 [None of what you see in here is in the gold. It was unilaterally changed without 
my knowledge or consent to turn Kon into a generic Hulk-speaking dimwit 
caveman. The character as I originally wrote him was a brave but headstrong 
hunter, more concerned with how to most effectively overcome his challenges 
instead of just hitting them until they stopped, and capable of using whole 
sentences.] 

KON NARRATIVE DESIGN DOCUMENT 
[Panoramic] We first see the mountain range. Smoky haze drifts down from the 
volcano in the range and drifts into a hole closer to our position [A landmark should 
indicate that this is the Grotto]. Behind the volcano is a taller, snow-capped peak. 
[We should pull in the audience with the lure of an incredible world to explore.] 
 

TITLE CARD 
THE DAWN OF MAN… 

 
[LOW MEDIUM] KON walks into view. He looks around. [Make him look like a 
powerful character and the player will want to play as him.] 
 
A ROCKSLIDE blocks Kon’s path back. [Boom up to show the rockslide] 
 

KON 
(to himself) 

Well, can’t go that way. I’ll have to go around. 
 

TUTORIAL LEVEL 
 

Jumping 
== Press [SPACE] to Jump== 

 
A TIGER pounces on Kon on the other side of the gap. He throws it off and stands 
up, club still in hand. 
 

KON 
So dinner comes to me today? 

 
Combat 

== Press [LEFT CLICK] to attack == 
 
The tiger flees after taking one hit. 
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KON 
I’m not done with you! Get back here! 

 
It outpaces Kon around the bend and disappears. Kon finds a HEALTH TREE as he 
follows it. 
 
 

Health 
== Press [LEFT CLICK] to strike the tree == 

 
A funny BERRY falls out of the tree after you hit it. 
 

Health 
== BERRIES restore some health == 

 
A PUSH BLOCK stops KON’s trip. 
 

Pushing 
== Press [E] when facing a pushable rock to push it == 

 
After walking past the push block, Kon looks up and sees the tiger sitting at the top 
of a short cliff. A CLIMBING LEDGE is nearby. 

 
Climbing 

== Press [SPACE] to jump == 
== If you’re standing below a ledge, you will automatically grab it == 

== Press [LEFT] or [RIGHT] to shimmy while holding a ledge == 
 
Kon finally corners the tiger. [Focus on the tiger] 
 

KON 
All right, now it’s my turn. 

 
Combat 

== [LEFT CLICK] three times to execute a COMBO == 
 

KON 
(to the tiger after it flees) 

I have a hard time believing that things like you are supposed to be fearsome 
creatures!  

 
[MEDIUM behind tiger, facing Kon] SPIRIT GUIDE appears behind Kon. Kon is 
high on his victory and still twitchy. [We can probably represent this by speeding up 
his idle animation.] 
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KON 

Stand still and fight like a man, cat! 
 

SPIRIT 
Do not fear– 

 
Predictably, Kon swings his club through the Spirit. [Switch between MEDIUM 
shots of Spirit and Kon during their exchange] 
 

SPIRIT 
(annoyed, but remaining idle) 

Stop that. 
 

KON 
(ready to attack again) 

You can speak. What are you? 
 

SPIRIT 
I am a holy being. I wish to help you. 

 
KON 

I’m a mighty hunter; I don’t need any help! 
 

SPIRIT 
(after a beat) 
You’re lost. 

 
KON 

(dejected) 
Yeah. 

 
SPIRIT 

Come, I will show you the way. 
 

KON 
The only “way” you need to show me is after that tiger. 

 
Guide 

== If you get lost, stand still for a few seconds and you will be shown the way. == 
 
Kon continues through the tutorial area and hears a rustling noise. [Focus on the 
nearby smashable boulder] 
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KON 
These should help. 

 
Rocks 

== Smash boulders to create ROCKS == 
== [MIDDLE MOUSE] to select ROCKS == 

 
The tiger jumps out of the brush. A volley of rocks will defeat it. 

 
== [RIGHT CLICK] to LOCK ON == 

== [LEFT CLICK] to throw ROCKS == 
 

KON 
Finally. That was one stubborn, cowardly creature! 

 
Kon reaches his base camp. 
 

KON 
(to himself) 

It is good to be home. 
(The Spirit hovers closer.) 

I almost thought I was lost back there. 
 
He turns around, right into the Spirit. He steps back quickly, and Spirit floats back 
and up. 
 

KON 
You again? Leave me alone! 

 
SPIRIT 

Could you show a little gratitude? I was the one who brought you here. 
 

KON 
Oh, yes well… Thank you. 

 
SPIRIT 

You must trust me if you wish to succeed. 
 

KON 
What are you talking about? 
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SPIRIT 
An age of ice is coming to the world. This winter will last lifetimes. Your people are 
not prepared to survive. For your grandchildren’s grandchildren to live, heed me: 

your people need knowledge. I will guide you to the secrets that will usher 
humanity into the ice age and see it through to the next thaw. 

 
KON 

…Okay. [It’s obvious that this has gone way over his head] What do I have to do? 
 
 

SPIRIT 
Strength won’t matter if you freeze. You need to know how to work stone; the secret 

of fire; and how to overcome large predators. 
[Spirit is referring to the rewards from the three dungeons] 

 
KON 

Sounds like a plan. How do you know this? 
 

SPIRIT 
We spirits have been silently watching for generations. We don’t want to see your 

potential wasted. 
 

KON 
Good enough for me. Let’s go. 

 
[Pan to show the grotto in the distance] 
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Quest for Earth 
 
Kon travels from his base camp through the plains to the edge of the Rock Grotto. A 
breakable wall stands in his way. He swings his club, but it bounces off. 
 

SPIRIT 
Looks like you need a stronger club to break through. I know where you can find 

one. 
 
Spirit leads Kon to the Rhino’s Stomping Grounds. GAMEPLAY to boss. 
 
Kon walks into the boss room. He looks around. 
 
[QUICK PUSH IN on a wall] The Rhino busts through a wall. [PULL OUT] Kon 
drops into his fighting stance. 
 

BOSS FIGHT!!! 
 

After Boss 
 
KON crouches next to the Rhino’s body. 
 

KON 
This will feed a whole tribe! 

 
SPIRIT 

You can also carve a better club out of its horn. 
 
Fade to black. Play some CLUB HIT FX. Fade in [CU of the new club] and Kon has 
the Rock Club. [Pull out to medium of Kon and Spirit] 
 

SPIRIT 
Now we can make progress. 

 
Spirit leads Kon back to the breakable wall. Kon can smash down the wall and 
proceed to the volcano. 
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Quest for Fire 
 
GAMEPLAY to Volcano entrance. 
 
Kon and Spirit enter Volcano. 
 
Kon reaches the mid-boss room. He looks around, [camera pedestals up and tilts 
down] looks up, [fast pull out] and sees the mid-boss: the LAVA RHINO. 
 
[MED] The Lava Rhino jumps down from a ledge. The ground shatters on its 
landing, and lava/steam vents from the cracks under high pressure. 
 

MID-BOSS FIGHT! 
After Mid-Boss 

 
The Lava Rhino staggers back and shakes its head. It paws the ground and charges 
Kon one last time. He jumps out of the way, and the Lava Rhino smashes through a 
wall and careens off the cliff into the lava below. Kon can leave through the new 
door and continue deeper into the volcano. 
 
Kon reaches the boss room. [WIDE] He looks around, disappointed that nothing’s 
here. He looks over the edge. [OTS] We see a rock-like structure floating in the lava. 
[CU on “Rock”] An eye opens on its side as it floats toward the central platform. 
 

SPIRIT 
Kon! Move now! 

 
Kon dodges just in time to avoid the boss’s bite attack. [WIDE on boss] The 
ENORMOUS, LAVA-SPAWNED DRAGON makes its appearance. It hisses/roars, 
having lost the element of surprise. 
 

SPIRIT 
Oh dear, I didn’t expect it would be THAT big. What are you waiting for, Kon? 

You’re a mighty hunter! Show me that you deserve to be called that! 
 

BOSS FIGHT!!! 
 

After Boss 
Kon hits the Dragon for the last time. As the Dragon dies, the CLUB flies out of 
Kon’s hand, off the platform, and into the lava. The Dragon collapses on the 
platform. Kon steps back, wary that the Dragon may be playing possum. 
 

KON 
If that thing gets up, what am I going to do, shout at it? 
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Spirit pulses its light. [OTS, looking at lava] The FIRE CLUB lies out of the lava 
and lands at Kon’s feet. 
  

KON 
Did you do that? 

 
SPIRIT 

Take the fire club. It will keep you warm and allow you to melt ice. 
 

KON 
What do you mean, “melt ice?” 

 
SPIRIT 

You’ll find out soon enough: you’re going to the Cold Mountain. 
 

KON 
Are you crazy? I’ll freeze up there! 

 
SPIRIT 

Don’t look at me and tell me you’ll freeze if you’re holding a burning club. 
 
Kon crouches at the dragon’s claws. 
 

KON 
That thing left bits of its claws all over the place. 

 
SPIRIT 

Take it. Striking it against rough rocks creates sparks, which can create fire. 
 
Kon leaves the dungeon by crossing the dragon’s back and out through a lava vent. 
 

KON 
I expected more from something that big. 

 
SPIRIT 

Your biggest challenge is yet– 
 
Spirit stops and looks around. The screen shakes. 
 

SPIRIT 
Kon, start running. Now! 

 
Hop, jump, climb, shimmy, rinse and repeat as necessary. 
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* Scripted tunnel collapses will keep the player moving forward. 
* Scripted stalactite falls will create paths forward. 
 
Kon jumps out of a cave. Seconds later, a cloud of dust and dirt sprays from the 
cave. 
 

KON 
What just happened?! 

 
SPIRIT 

Keep running! 
 
Kon runs O.S. [Tilt up] The volcano spews vast gouts of smoke and ash. Bits of 
glowing lava are thrown into the air. 
 
Follow Kon as he walks away from the volcano. 
 

KON 
Well, that was fun. 

 
SPIRIT 

I can’t tell when you’re being sarcastic. 
 

KON 
So, we’re off to the Cold Mountain now? Lead the way. 
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Quest for Water 
 
GAMEPLAY to Cold Mountain entrance. A thick wall of ice blocks the entrance, but 
a few swipes with the fire club melt the barrier. Kon and Spirit enter the Cold 
Mountain. 
 
At a point inside the Cold Mountain, Kon jumps down from a ledge and gets stuck 
in a snow bank. A single jump will get him unstuck and he can continue on. 
 
MOMENT: Kon walks past a wall of ice. The YETI is frozen inside. 
 

KON 
Ugly thing. 

 
SPIRIT 

I hope it didn’t hear you. 
 
[After KON leaves the area, the camera lingers. It pans over to the ice, which cracks 
ominously] 
 
Kon reaches the boss room. [Pan around the empty room from Kon’s PoV] 
 

KON 
(to Spirit) 

It’s going to jump out at me again, isn’t it? 
 
A SNOWBALL hits him in the head from off-screen. [Pan to show us the FIFTEEN-
FOOT-TALL YETI] 
 

SPIRIT (O.S.) 
It’s one of the last great predators of men. Finish it, and you’ll have one less 

problem in the ice age. 
 
[Cut back to Kon] 
 

KON 
All right, let’s do this! 

 
Another snowball hits him, this time right in the face. 
 

BOSS FIGHT!!! 
After Boss 
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[MEDIUM on Yeti] Yeti roars and stomps about; he thinks he lost the game 
and he’s a poor loser. He suddenly stops as the sound of the approaching avalanche 
gets louder. He looks up. 
 [MEDIUM on Kon] So does Kon. 
 [EXTREME WIDE of the avalanche] The wall of snow is fast approaching. 
 [ECU on Yeti] Yeti has an “Oh, shit!” look on his face. 
 [ECU on Kon] So does Kon. [FADE TO WHITE] 
 [WIDE, slowly pushing in on Kon] [FADE IN] to the aftermath. Kon is laying 
face-down in the snow. One of Yeti’s legs is sticking out a short distance away. 
SPIRIT fades in and hovers above Kon. 
 

SPIRIT 
Kon, you better not have died there. Get up, you oaf. 

 
A single jump will get Kon out of the snow. 
 

KON 
That was cool! Let’s do it again! 

 
Kon and Spirit return to camp. 
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Ending 
 
Kon and Spirit return to Kon’s encampment. 
 

KON 
Ugh, what a day. 

 
SPIRIT 

You have proven yourself to be intelligent and cunning. Share what you have 
learned with the rest of your kind. If they are as smart as you, then you will survive 

the ice age. 
 
The Spirit Guide disappears. 
 

KON 
Wow. That little bit of effort went a long way. 

(looks at his camp) 
Well, what now? I’m starving. I should go get some supper. 

 
[PEDESTAL DOWN to a low angle] Kon starts walking away from the encampment 
and the camera. 
 

KON 
(to himself) 

I wonder what would happen if I light my food on fire? 
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Change History 
11/23/09: [Derek] Revised opening scene (NEVER start a story with the protagonist 
waking up; it begins too early). The dragon boss should not be called “Komodo” in-
game (Komodo Island wasn’t named until ~1910). Revised and reformatted 
dialogue. 
12/07/09: [Derek] Revised everything up to the Ending. Revised and reformatted the 
rest of the dialogue up to that point. 
12/10/09: [Derek] Added more camera moves. 
12/11/09: [Derek] Addressed Graham’s issues with the previous revision. Changed 
post-Rhino sequence to make the Rhino the source of the Rock Club. Added more 
camera moves to post-Yeti sequence. 
01/29/10: [Derek] Rewrote Rhino sequence and changed post-Dragon sequence to an 
escape sequence. Added Lava Rhino mid-boss to volcano. Moved cut content to its 
own section. Created new paragraph styles for notes and camera moves. 
05/10/10: [Derek] Updated for use in Portfolio II. Reincorporated cut content to 
bring NDD back into line with my original vision. 
05/11/10: [Derek] Added the note at the top of the document. 
05/31/10: [Derek] Saved as PDF. 
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